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Three novels featuring Derbyshire police detectives, DC Ben Cooper and DS Diane Fry from award-winning crime writer Stephen Booth.
Shapeshifting can be a beautiful and deadly secret. Gwen craves the forbidden rush of leaping from her bedroom window and transforming
into an owl, but she could lose it all if anyone caught her. Most Americans don't exactly roll out the welcome mat for Others. In the small town
of Klikamuks, Washington, coming out as a person with paranormal abilities means staring down the barrel of a shotgun. Gwen hasn't even
told the truth to her boyfriend, Zack, who she hopes will be the boy to take her virginity. When a pack of werewolves claims the national forest
behind Gwen's house as their territory, the tensions in Klikamuks escalate--into murder. Prejudice slows the police investigation. It doesn't
take Gwen long to realize a serial killer is targeting Others. On the hunt for clues, she meets Tavian, a sexy Japanese fox-spirit who rivals
Zack and challenges her to embrace her shapeshifting. Can she find the killer before he finds her, or will her secrets be the death of her?
"Other has it all: love, shifters, pookas, and nail-biting action. What's even better, Kincy's characters are vibrant, real and lovable. This is a
debut that leaves you aching for more." - Carrie Jones, New York Times bestselling author of Need and Captivate "This who-done-it is an
unusual blend of mystery and fantasy, starring original characters not often featured in modern urban fantasy for teens. I really enjoyed it." Annette Curtis Klause, author of Blood and Chocolate
Gabriel Cohen, a dishonorably discharged American soldier, is convinced that Islam is a threat to the American way of life and must be
stopped. He’s also convinced that he has conversations with his dead wife Leah, who’s last words as the Towers fell were of forgiveness.
Gabriel is killing Muslim leaders to draw attention to this Islamic threat—but the nation is ignoring these acts of a crazy man. So Gabriel
decides to up the ante and do something impossible to ignore. Ben Mansur, author and retired detective, is an authority on hate crimes. Ben
resists getting involved with Gabriel’s senseless acts—until his wife, a professor of Islamic studies at Emery University, and their children are
kidnapped by the killer. Ben finds himself faced with a dilemma he can’t solve and has no choice but to rescue his family before Gabriel kills
them. But where are they and how will he find them? Can he get to them in time to save them?
FOUR VALENTINE'S DAY THEMED NOVELLAS FROM BESTSELLING AND AWARD-WINNING LGBTQ ROMANCE AUTHORS A Little Bit
Cupid: A Pride Publishing Box Set This novella was super sweet and hella funny. ~ Love Bytes Reviews Special Delivery by Ellen Mint Jack
never saw this special delivery coming. Valentine's Day Blues by J.P. Bowie What does it take for Valentine's-Day-hating Bryan Colby to
discover that he really loves it? Meeting Officer Ben Collins, of course. The Moment by Pelaam When Jason takes the chance on a blind
date, it's then that his eyes are finally opened. The Dishevelled Duke by Catherine Curzon and Eleanor Harkstead Will a photographer be
swept off his feet by a duke who's more dishevelled than dashing? Cupid is aiming his arrows and we're all aquiver! Whether it's a second
chance at love or a whirlwind small-town romance, these stories are all about falling in love on Valentine's Day.
Without any prospects or suitors, Elora Stone has been reduced to robbing her late uncle’s country home of its valuables to support herself.
It should have been a quick journey to gather the silverware and pawn it until her theft is interrupted by the vampire who has taken up
residence in the abandoned house. Ben Lang knows exactly what kind of vampire he is: a terrible one. It’s been over a year since he was
turned and he still can’t glamour humans, let alone the beautiful one who broke into his new home. When he tries to use the charm that got
him through his human life, Elora can see through that, too, right into his lonely soul. But blood is shed when one of Ben’s vampire
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acquaintances turns up and tries to take Elora for himself. With a nest of vengeful bloodsuckers after them, Ben and Elora have no choice
other than to escape together and keep them off their trails. As it turns out, running for one’s life is a lot easier to do when you’re not fighting
an attraction, too…
Major new psychological Peak District thriller from the acclaimed author of Blood on the Tongue and Blind to the Bones.
Alex Stone wants to pretend the supernatural doesn't exist. As the owner of a hot new clothing line, the only thing she's killing is her
competition - until she gets a phone call from her past. As the Dagger, she was a member of the covert ops team tasked with hunting threats
of the supernatural kind. For the super soldiers of Night Command, the rules were simple: take the pills, fight the bad guys, and live to tell no
one. After putting a bad-ass vampire on ice landed her in a padded cell, Alex thought she'd left the hunting game for good. Now she's in the
orbit of a handsome vampire with a problem. And sometimes keeping secrets bites. Jason Stavros has the best of everything and life eternal.
To the human world, Jason was just a poor boy who made it to the top. For a human turned vampire, the fight for a place in the inner circle of
the ruling class hinges on one task: convince the best ex-vampire hunting assassin to become his personal bodyguard and save them all.
Join Alex, Jason and a new team of young hunters as two worlds unite against a common enemy. As the body count begins to rise, Alex and
the Tracker Team fight friends and enemies to find the answers they seek. What's been happening in the dark will finally come to light.
Blood on the Tongue is a complex, atmospheric police procedural perfect for fans of Ian Rankin and Peter Robinson. It's a new year for Peak
District detectives Ben Cooper and Diane Fry, and that means new murders to solve in the icy depths of a bitter winter in Edendale,
Derbyshire. It isn't the easiest way to commit suicide, but the dead woman seems to have simply curled up in the freezing snow and lain there
until her heart stopped. There was no one to observe her death but the foxes and the hares. Yet she is riddled with bruises. Cooper and Fry
are put on the case but they have as much questions about the abuse the woman might have suffered in life as they do the circumstances of
her death. The unidentified body of a dead man is found by the roadside. And an intriguing young woman arrives in Edendale desperate to
solve a decades old puzzle that has haunted her family: a Royal Air Force bomber crashed into Edendale, in the same spot where the frozen
corpse was found, killing everybody on board except for the pilot, who supposedly walked away from the wreck and was never seen again.
With colds and flus and holiday plans thinning out the ranks of the Edendale police force, Cooper and Fry are scrambling to find an
explanation for the two recent deaths while being pulled deeper into the mysteries of the past. Rich with multiple intertwining mysteries, this
Cooper and Fry thriller has all of psychological suspense and three dimensional characters that fans have come to expect from Stephen
Booth—a master of his craft.
Two monstrous armies stand opposed: Vormulac Unsleep's undead legions out of Turgosheim, and Wratha the Risen's Renegades, masters
of the last great aerie of the Wamphyri. The spoils of war will be revenge, territory, and human flesh! And blood, of course - the sweet blood
of Sunside's Szgany. For the blood is the life, and when life or land are threatened there's only one course of action for a vampire: battle to
the death! Trapped in the middle: Nathan Keogh, Necroscope. And the espers of Earth's E-Branch, Trask and Zek, Goodly and Chung:
Guardians of the Gate against a vampire invasion of Earth! The Necroscope holds the keys; he is the only one who can close the Gates to
end the crimson carnage of the Bloodwars! But the past holds many a secret, and the future was ever a devious thing!
'Exciting, entertaining . . . This series is swiftly becoming a personal favourite!' The Eloquent Page 'You owe it to yourself to read this!' Reader
review Fans of Ben Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher will revel in this fiery tale of magic, mayhem and modern-day mythology. Ben Garston has
broken the Lore. Now it's time to face the music . . . Life isn't treating Red Ben Garston well. He's lost everything he once held dear, including
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the love of his life. Still, at least he escaped the clutches of a malevolent spirit bent on total destruction. So there is that. Now Ben just wants
to drink, and forget, and drink some more. But he can't. Not yet. Because someone is stirring up trouble. Someone who wants to unleash a
powerful ancient magic that could bring the realm of mythology crashing into the modern world. If Ben fails to stop them, the world will burn and that's the last thing he needs on his conscience. Praise for the Ben Garston novels: 'A thrilling fusion of myth and modernity' Kevin
Hearne, author of the Iron Druid Chronicles 'Blending together the best of action, adventure and urban fantasy . . . Chasing Embers is one of
my highlights!' The Eloquent Page 'Absolutely loving it. Gorgeous use of language, great humour, characterisation and storyline. New fan!'
Elizabeth Chadwick 'A superior piece of magical myth-making . . . An extremely promising debut' SFF World 'Bennett has done an extremely
good job of creating some detailed and believable characters' SFX 'Ben Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher are both fair comparisons to Bennett's
attempts to fuse fantasy with a modern-day setting' SciFiNow Reader reviews for The Ben Garston novels: 'Ben Garston is one of my all time
favourite characters' 'Brilliant and touching' 'This is a series I shall devour in flames, with each new instalment' 'This is a brilliant page-turner.
And now Book 2 is out... there's no excuse!' The Ben Garston novels: Chasing Embers Raising Fire Burning Ashes (coming 2018)

If you love shifters, look no further. The Other box set contains three full-length young adult paranormal novels: Other, Bloodborn,
and Foxfire. "Other has it all: love, shifters, pookas, and nail-biting action. What's even better, Kincy's characters are vibrant, real
and lovable. This is a debut that leaves you aching for more." - Carrie Jones, New York Times bestselling author of Need and
Captivate "With Bloodborn, Karen Kincy opens a frightening new chapter in the werewolf legacy. Brilliant, dark, and filled with
haunting images. Highly recommended." -- Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of Patient Zero and Rot & Ruin
"The kitsune legend has never looked so good. Tavian is one sexy fox." - Julie Kagawa, New York Times bestselling author of The
Iron King Other (Book 1) Shapeshifting can be a beautiful and deadly secret. Gwen craves the forbidden rush of leaping from her
bedroom window and transforming into an owl, but she could lose it all if anyone caught her. Most Americans don’t exactly roll out
the welcome mat for Others. In the small town of Klikamuks, Washington, coming out as a person with paranormal abilities means
staring down the barrel of a shotgun. Gwen hasn’t even told the truth to her boyfriend, Zack, who she hopes will be the boy to take
her virginity. When a pack of werewolves claims the national forest behind Gwen’s house as their territory, the tensions in
Klikamuks escalate—into murder. Prejudice slows the police investigation. It doesn’t take Gwen long to realize a serial killer is
targeting Others. On the hunt for clues, she meets Tavian, a sexy Japanese fox-spirit who rivals Zack and challenges her to
embrace her shapeshifting. Can she find the killer before he finds her, or will her secrets be the death of her? Bloodborn (Book 2)
Brock lost his brother to werewolves. Now he’s in danger of losing himself. Bitten by a werewolf at sixteen, he fights the
transformation, taking the excruciating pain as a punishment for his mistakes. With the help of a risky drug called Lycanthrox, he’s
managed to stay human for two full moons. But he knows he can’t last much longer. Hungry for revenge, Brock vows to kill the
wolf who bit him. But Brock’s ex, Cyn, still cares about him enough to stop him from a suicide mission. As the heat between Brock
and Cyn rekindles, he feels like a beast next to her beauty. He can’t stay with her; he can’t ignore the werewolves howling
outside his window. When he hunts down the pack, Cyn follows him; the werewolves take them both hostage, then start running,
the police hot on their tails. Brock isn’t sure he can get out of this alive before the wolf within kills him–or someone else does.
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Foxfire (Book 3) One winter long ago, Tavian Kimura watched his mother—a kitsune, or Japanese fox-spirit—leave him in the snow
for the dogs. But that’s a memory buried beneath eleven years, and he has lived most of his life in America with his adoptive
family and his girlfriend, Gwen. Now he’s back. All it took was an invitation to spend New Year’s with his grandparents, and
Tavian finds himself in Tokyo with Gwen by his side. It should be a time of celebration, but it becomes a time of nightmares. A
faceless ghost haunts Tavian, warning him that “she” is coming. A gang of inugami—fiercely loyal dog-spirits—wants him dead.
Why? The inugami believe he strongly resembles one of their most hated enemies, a kitsune named Yukimi. Is Yukimi the mother
who abandoned him? Tavian never knew her true name. He doesn’t even know his own true name, the key to a kitsune’s magic.
And soon his untrained magic threatens to kill him, straining his half-human body. Tavian realizes that finding his mother might be
the only way to find answers, before it’s too late.
Meet your new paranormal addiction: the mouthwatering brothers of the Dragoumanos line. As a red-hot series begins, a vampire
king seduces the supernaturally gifted man hunting him—and the stakes are literally life or death. Benjamin Fuller is a hunter, born
and bred. Blinded as a child by the vampire who slaughtered his family, he’s blessed with a second sight that allows him to catch
and kill his quarry. What his gift can’t help him see coming is his fierce, almost carnal attraction to the mystery man who claims to
be a fellow hunter and whose touch triggers both lust and revulsion. When he gains the upper hand, Benjamin vows to bring his
enemy to his knees. After many years spent in exile, the only one who can help restore Tzadkiel Dragoumanos to his rightful place
as War King is a blind hunter with golden curls, a lithe dancer’s physique, and distinctive facial scars—scars Tzadkiel gave him two
decades ago. The mere scent of Benjamin Fuller provokes an unwelcome rush of insatiable desire. Yet to win an all-out
supernatural war, Tzadkiel must resist the ravenous hunger to possess his prey—for now. Praise for Surrender the Dark “This
close-proximity M/M tale is indeed hot. [Tibby] Armstrong builds a forbidding landscape, encompassing themes of family betrayal
and scars masking emotional connection.”—Library Journal “The romance between Benjamin and Tzadkiel is one born of inherent,
visceral difference. . . . Readers who enjoy heavy sexual tension and angst will especially like the way their narrative pans out . . .
and those who enjoy paranormal world-building will be eager to see where [Tibby Armstrong] takes the series next.”—RT Book
Reviews “Top-notch . . . Armstrong is a talented writer, and the world she created is amazing.”—Gay Book Reviews “[Surrender
the Dark] kept me on the edge of my seat.”—The Novel Approach “A force to be reckoned with.”—Sinfully Gay Romance Book
Reviews “Magnificent . . . This is a great enemies-to-lovers story. . . . The world-building is extremely attractive and the writing is
remarkable.”—Dirty Books Obsession “Freaking explosive!”—MM Book Escape Lyandros Dragoumanos will return in Taste the
Dark. This ebook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Night falls. Passions are released. Yet human desire isn't the only thing the darkness brings with it. When the moon is high and the
land is sleeping, gods descend and transform into men of such beauty, they are irresistible to mere mortals. Vampires hunt, not
just for blood but for men worthy enough to join their ranks. And the Devil himself is free to roam and take what he wants from
those who don't know any better. Other creatures tread bolder paths. They walk amongst us during daylight hours -- creatures like
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an ancient demon from the sea, ghosts of pirates long since dead, and a beast of blackbirds whose hunger is not for love or lust,
but revenge. Even other worlds are not safe from creatures of the night. Many centuries into the future, man-love is illegal. Men
caught coupling with other men are exiled to a verdant planet in whose breathtaking jungles lurks the last of an ancient race. And
finally there are the creatures within ourselves. Borne from the desire for youth and beauty, a man can be driven to extreme
lengths. He can become a beast as wicked and evil as anything hell can expel. Some men have no control over the beast within,
while others endure the wickedness of a curse. One way or another, this book will keep you up until The Stroke of Midnight. Do
you dare?
The first book in the bestselling and multi award-winning SLATED trilogy. Kyla's memory has been erased, her personality wiped
blank, her memories lost for ever. She's been Slated. The government claims she was a terrorist, and that they are giving her a
second chance - as long as she plays by their rules. But echoes of the past whisper in Kyla's mind. Someone is lying to her, and
nothing is as it seems. Who can she trust in her search for the truth? Book 1 in the acclaimed SLATED trilogy.
What was it?! Sadie strained without breathing to hear once again. There were no wolves sited in Missouri as of yet...or were
there? Her mind swirled with remembrances of the wolf figurine, the papers, the tribe....and then there was Benjamin. The pieces
to the puzzle were slowly coming together. But there continues to be one piece that remained unsolved. Where did Benjamin
come from? How did he get here? WHY was he here? "AHWooooee!" There it was once again as if it were beckoning her to the
edge of the shaded woods. Sadie couldn't help but entwine herself in the mystery. Could she figure it out or was it for her alone to
know? Only He knows! Long has created this fictional allegory pointing troubled teens, parents of, and Churches to a phenomenal
message of how by showing Christ's love we can break down barriers and addictive bondages when Church programs, rules and
regulations fail. In a society that seems to be spiraling out of control with technology and tolerance towards immoral behavior
costing us the frantic explosion of outraged youth looking for what is real, there is but one and only one answer...Jesus Christ and
showing His love to be the all encompassing answer to what is real and eternal. We must all face the fact that we were each
created to look for and find our one and only Hero on this journey we call life. Will you take your position as a true Benjamite and
guide others to the Hero?
New edition of the most comprehensive Chinese Medicine Obstetrics and Gynecology textbook in the English language Worldrenowned author and teacher Giovanni Maciocia gives a clear, detailed explanation of the physiology, pathology and aetiology of
women's disorders in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and adapts these to Western conditions and patients. Seventy
gynecological conditions are discussed in detail with consideration given to differentiation between conditions, the advised
treatment using acupuncture and herbs, prevention and prognosis. Guidelines on lifestyle and use of the eight Extraordinary
Vessels are provided, with case studies allowing easy application of theory to practice throughout. New for this edition: New
attractive two-colour layout with book marks to ease navigation Endometriosis and its treatment now included and fully covered in
a new chapter Infertility chapter includes recent research highlighting factors in infertility All prescriptions now removed from the
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text and attractively presented in three appendices: Patient Remedies, Prescriptions and Three Treasure Remedies "Obstetrics
and Gynecology in Chinese Medicine is a paradigmatic work. It is tempered with reverence and innovation, meticulous archival
attention and detailed modern clinical insight. When future generations look back at this work...they will find not only knowledge
and wisdom but also reasons for inspiration and awe." From the Foreword to the first edition by Ted J. Kaptchuk, Associate
Director, Centre for Alternative Medicine Research, Beth Israel Hospital; Instructor in Medicine, Harvard medical School, Boston,
USA. • Physiology and pathology of women’s disorders in Chinese medicine • Aetiology and diagnosis of women’s disorders •
Differentiation and treatment – including acupuncture, herbs and patent remedies – of 64 gynecological conditions • Prevention
and prognosis for each disease • Approximately 100 case histories from the author’s own practice • A detailed discussion of the
use of the eight extraordinary vessels in gynecology
Blood on the tongue, Stephen BoothBlood on the TongueA Cooper & Fry MysteryHarper Collins
Elderly, unarmed, and extremely dangerous. Before Ajay retired, he was the best hacker the NSA had ever hired. He sank
corporations, toppled governments, and broke cryptography. All of it. And don’t think retirement has slowed him down one bit,
thank you very much. When his estranged daughter shows up on his doorstep with his two granddaughters, Ajay will do anything
to keep them safe. He’ll hack biotech corporations and criminal enterprises alike. Nobody after his girls will be safe, but the more
he digs, the more he dredges up the shadows of his own dangerous past. He only needs to know one thing: What makes his
granddaughters so darn valuable?
As well as editing the famous Fairy Books, Andrew Lang created a diverse oeuvre of short story collections, novels, poetry and a
scholarly corpus of essays and non-fiction books. This Delphi edition offers a comprehensive range of Lang’s prolific works, with
thousands of beautiful illustrations, as well as the usual bonus texts. (Current version: 2) * the complete Fairy Books, all fullyillustrated with their original Victorian artwork – first time in digital print * special contents table for the Fairy Books * ALL the
novels, with contents tables * images of how the books first appeared, giving your eReader a taste of the Victorian texts * many
short story collections, with beautiful illustrations * ARABIAN NIGHTS fully illustrated – first time in digital print * 13 poetry
collections, with contents tables and illustrations * special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the poetry – find that
special poem quickly and easily! * features 29 non-fiction books, each with contents tables * includes two biographical essays on
Lang – explore the writer’s literary life! * many images relating to Lang’s life and works * scholarly ordering of texts in
chronological order and literary genres, allowing easy navigation around Lang’s immense oeuvre CONTENTS: The Fairy Books
THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK THE RED FAIRY BOOK THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK THE PINK FAIRY
BOOK THE GREY FAIRY BOOK THE VIOLET FAIRY BOOK THE CRIMSON FAIRY BOOK THE BROWN FAIRY BOOK THE
ORANGE FAIRY BOOK THE OLIVE FAIRY BOOK THE LILAC FAIRY BOOK The Fairy Tales LIST OF THE TALES IN
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF THE TALES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER Other Story Collections MUCH DARKER DAYS
IN THE WRONG PARADISE AND OTHER STORIES HE THE GOLD OF FAIRNILEE PRINCE PRIGIO THE TRUE STORY
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BOOK PRINCE RICARDO OF PANTOUFLIA ANGLING SKETCHES THE BOOK OF DREAMS AND GHOSTS ARABIAN
NIGHTS THE DISENTANGLERS THE RED TRUE STORY BOOK TALES OF TROY AND GREECE THE ANIMAL STORY BOOK
THE BOOK OF ROMANCE THE RED ROMANCE BOOK THE RED BOOK OF HEROES by Mrs. Lang TALES OF ROMANCE
THE STRANGE STORY BOOK by Mrs. Lang The Novels THE MARK OF CAIN THE WORLD’S DESIRE PARSON KELLY The
Poetry Collections BALLADS, LYRICS, AND POEMS OF OLD FRANCE THE ODYSSEY THEOCRITUS BION AND MOSCHUS
BALLADS IN BLUE CHINA HELEN OF TROY THE ILIAD RHYMES A LA MODE AUCASSIN AND NICOLETE A COLLECTION
OF BALLADS GRASS OF PARNASSUS BAN AND ARRIERE BAN THE NURSERY RHYME BOOK NEW COLLECTED
RHYMES The Poetry LIST OF POEMS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF POEMS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER The NonFiction OXFORD THE LIBRARY and many more - too many to list The Biographies ANDREW LANG by Edmund Gosse
SPENCER WALPOLE AND ANDREW LANG by Horace G. Hutchinson
A special value for fans of Louise Penny and Peter Robinson—the first three unforgettable Cooper & Fry novels in one e-book:
Black Dog, Dancing with the Virgins and Blood on the Tongue. Black Dog: The search for beautiful, teenaged Laura Vernon is
over when her body is found, mutilated, in the forest. Ben Cooper is on the case, and he's been paired with a new partner. Diane
Fry is as tenacious as she is alluring. But the two must work together to apprehend a killer who is hiding in plain sight. Dancing
with the Virgins: As winter closes in on the moors, so does murder. The body of a young woman is found within a ring of ancient
cairns and a second woman has been attacked, savagely wounded and severely traumatized…but alive. Cooper & Fry must unlock
the memories trapped inside her mind before more blood is shed among the stones. Blood on the Tongue: A New Year means
new homicides to solve in the icy depths of a bitter January. A woman is found, dead, who seems to have curled up in the freezing
snow and lain there until her heart stopped. Did she go willingly towards death or is there a more sinister explanation? Cooper &
Fry are desperate to find the answers. Warning: reading this bundle may result in an addiction to the mysteries of Cooper & Fry.
Prior Knowledge is a period mystery with religion, sex, and murder all in one volume. Master story teller James T. Baker here follows the wild
excursion of the aging Benedictine monk Father Columba as he is called out of retirement to reform a troubled priory and ends up becoming
a sleuth. Upon arriving at his new post, a priory commissioned to train "belated vocations" for the priesthood, he learns that his predecessor
has mysteriously disappeared; and before he can solve that puzzle he finds himself in the middle of a bloody murder. Someone has killed a
seminarian! Getting to the bottom of this crime will require all his theological training, some trial and error good luck, and of course prior
knowledge. As he probes the varied and sundry secrets of his monks and seminarians, he discovers for the first time the many facets of love
and hate. At age 65 he himself finds the kind of love he long ago promised never to experience: sex with a young Chinese American
newspaper woman. Join Father Columba in his quest for truth--religious, legal, sexual--which just could all be cut from the same holy cloth.
The Hunger Games mixes with The Walking Dead in this post-apocalyptic YA series that comes to a hair-raising conclusion in Monsters. The
Changed are on the move. The Spared are out of time. The End...is now. When her parents died, Alex thought things couldn't get much
worse—until the doctors found the monster in her head. She headed into the wilderness as a good-bye, to leave everything behind. But then
the end of the world happened, and Alex took the first step down a treacherous road of betrayal and terror and death. Now, with no hope of
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rescue—on the brink of starvation in a winter that just won't quit—she discovers a new and horrifying truth. The Change isn't over. The
Changed are still evolving. And...they've had help. With this final volume of The Ashes Trilogy, Ilsa J. Bick delivers a riveting, blockbuster
finish, returning readers to a brutal, post-apocalyptic world where no one is safe and hope is in short supply. A world where, from these
ashes, the monsters will rise.
A curse upon the cursed is perhaps the Goddess’s most calculated gift. ~ Tacura of The Indomitus Witch Trinity Cillian Kilgarin. He is wolfshifter—Indomitus—Clan leader of the cursed Kilgarin’s... and he is losing himself to the madness of his Nocturnal Transition. Morgan Neale is
a gun-for-hire. And she is his Rí, his Soul-Bearer, the one destined to save him from darkness and balance his existence. She does not. This
human is a bloody curse. Stomping through his world with threats, violence, and foul-mouthed derision. She is the first weapon launched in
an unprecedented attack against his clan, and if left unsolved, her mysteries may very well be their undoing. The Kilgarin and his Rí share a
union the world has never seen, but with unrelenting changes and unknown dangers, will their fledgling bond be strong enough to survive the
most insidious enemy Clan Kilgarin has ever encountered?
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